
K O S H U  P R I D E

WINE

Y A M A N A S H I ・ J A P A N Koshu wine's continuing growth
The ever-present vanguard of Japanese winemaking

In a first for Japanese wine, "GI Yamanashi" promises local ingredients and fine products

In 2013, Japan's National Tax Agency announced Japan's first geographic wine label, "Yamanashi." This was permitted thanks to 

Yamanashi's history of pioneering wine production, dating back to 1870, and is now famed for hosting the majority of wineries in 

Japan. A geographic label puts Yamanashi shoulder-to-shoulder with the likes of Bordeaux and Champagne, all regions with 

specific ingredients and production methods. On wine labels, you'll find them marked as "GI Yamanashi."

In 2010 and 2013, Koshu grapes and Muscat Bailey A grapes were registered with the International Organisation of Vine and 

Wine, fostering exports of wines made with these grapes to Europe.

Yamanashi Prefecture has always lead Japan in wine culture, labeling itself Japan's "Wine Prefecture" in August 
2019. Wine made from Koshu grapes, unique to Japan, have seen remarkable improvements in quality over 
recent years, winning awards at authoritative wine competitions. Yamanashi wines, including those made from 
"Muscat Bailey A" grapes, have come to represent Japanese wine as a whole.

Japanese varieties registered with the International Organisation of Vine and Wine （O.I.V.*）

Koshu

A Japanese variety with bright, pink color. A thicker skin lets these 
grapes thrive in Japan's humid summers. They're a cross between 
western Vitus vinifera grapes and wild varieties from China. Wine made 
from these grapes is elegant: subtle in scent and flavor, with a hint of 
astringency mixed amongst the grapes' original aroma and tartness. This 
wine is made in a variety of styles, including recent citrus twists like 
buzz-worthy "orange wine."

Muscat Bailey A

A cross between American Bailey grapes and Muscat Hamburg grapes 
created in 1927. Yamanashi Prefecture is Japan's largest producer of this 
variety. Their bunches and grapes are large with deeply-colored skins. 
Wine made from these grapes is known for a strawberry-like aroma and 
taste, with mild flavor and little astringency. They come in many forms: 
red wine, rosé, sparkling, and more. They can be aged in barrels to 
create rich flavors with full body; the specifics are up to the winemakers.

*Organisation International de la Vigne et du Vin



1000 years of vineyards,

the oldest in Japan

TOPICS
#1

Theorists are split on the origin of Koshu 

grapes, but either theory points to 1000 years 

in the past. The DNA of Koshu grapes was 

analyzed in 2013, with the results showing 

that they possess DNA from European grapes 

and Chinese wild grapes. This tells of a long 

journey near the Caspian Sea along the Silk 

Road, finally reaching Japan. Yamanashi 

Prefecture is the origin of winemaking in 

Japan. In 1874, Hironori Yamada and 

Norihisa Takuma began the first steps in 

earnest. The first privately-owned winery was 

established in 1877, in Katsunuma.

The most land in Japan

suitable for vineyards

TOPICS
#2

Yamanashi is an inland prefecture in the 

center of Japan's main island, just next to 

Tokyo. Most of its vineyards are found in the 

Kofu basin. Even now, new vineyards are 

popping up in the basin's northwest area and 

at the foot of the Yatsugatake Mountains. Its 

weather is generally clear with little relative 

rainfall. The addition of distinct warm/cold 

periods and mountain water make it an 

excellent area for fruit cultivation. The many 

wineries in the basin's east area around the 

cities of Koshu, Yamanashi, and Fuefuki form 

the core of Yamanashi wine. As the birthplace 

of winemaking in Japan, many of these 

wineries have been in business for at least a 

century. Of Japan's prefectures, Yamanashi 

has the most wineries, upwards of 30%.

Koshu earns fame with

the rise of EU-bound exports

TOPICS
#3

The quality of Yamanashi wineries has been 

rising sharply, Koshu wine in particular. 

Among other things, this comes as a result 

of the open-sourcing of methods from big 

businesses and young winemakers bringing 

back winemaking methods from around the 

world. Exports of Koshu wine to the EU 

began with the "Koshu of Japan / KOJ" 

project. In 2014, the flagship wine of a Koshu 

City winery won gold in a competition put 

on by the British wine magazine, Decanter. 

Yamanashi wines continue to win awards to 

this day, and are becoming recognized 

around the world.

Dry Koshu wine, with its light barrel aroma, pairs with mild 
smoked Fujinosuke fish and Kurofuji soft-boiled egg

Yakushi Nyorai Statue（early 9th century）, an Important 
Cultural Asset Publicly shown only once every five years. In its 
left hand, a bunch of grapes.（Stored at Daizen-ji）

Yamanashi's main municipal area for vineyards Wines attracting worldwide fame are emerging from Koshu

Koshu wine pairs wonderfully

with Japanese dishes

TOPICS
#4

The combination of wine and food such that 

the wine enriches the dish is called "pairing" 

or "matching." Japan's wines are said to have 

the benefit of "gently supporting" food. 

Koshu wine goes particularly well with 

Japanese food. Statistically speaking, Koshu 

wine is reported to be low in iron. Iron 

content in seafood and white wine pairings 

can produce unflattering results, but low 

iron content makes raw fish in Japanese 

cuisine such as sashimi easier to eat. The 

most basic pairings involve serving a wine 

with ingredients from the same region. 

Y a m a n a s h i ' s  n e w  b r a n d - n a m e  f i s h ,  

"Fujinosuke," has smooth meat and the 

perfect amount of fattiness, and goes well 

with Koshu wine.
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K O S H U  P R I D E

SAKE

Y A M A N A S H I ・ J A P A N

As a prefecture with many mountains, including the world 

heritage site Mt. Fuji, Yatsugatake, Minami-Alps, and Okuchichibu 

groups, Yamanashi is famed for its excellent water. A majority 

（40%） of Japan's mineral water is produced here, and its springs 

are consistently ranked amongst Japan's finest. The rain and 

snow that fall on its many mountains are slowly refined through 

their rich nature, creating springs with varied characteristics. 

Yamanashi: Japan's largest producer of mineral water

［Famous Spring］
Mt. Kinpu / Mt. Mizugaki
Headwaters

［Famous Spring］ Yatsugatake
South Plateau Springs

［Famous Spring］
Hakushu / Ojiro River

［Famous Spring］
Oshino Hakkai Springs

［Famous Spring］
Mitake Shosenkyo

［Famous Spring］
Nishizawa Gorge

［Famous Spring］
Tokaichiba / Natsugari Springs

Mt. Kaikoma

Yatsugatake

Mt. Kinpu
Mt. Mizugaki

Mt. Kumotori

Mt. Fuji

Yamanashi's many sake breweries use these characteristics, 

combining tradition and cutting-edge techniques to produce 

their sake. Sake is around 80% water by volume, so the effect of 

water on a sake's taste or mouthfeel cannot be understated. 

Naturally, Yamanashi has famous brands of sake. The taste of 

these carefully prepared sakes and their special spring water is a 

tribute to the lush nature of Yamanashi.

Good water means good sake.

Kamanashi River

Yatsugatake
Base Area Waters

Chichibu
Base Area Waters

Katsura
River Basin

Fuji Hokuroku

Minami-Alps
Base Area Waters

Fuefuki River

Katsura River

Lake Kawaguchiko

Lake Saiko

Lake Shojiko

Lake Motosuko

Lake Yamanaka

Fuji River

Hayakawa River

Tanizakura
Shuzo

Yamaki Shuzoten

Fukutokucho Shurui

Taikan Shuzo

Yorozuya
Jyozouten

Ide Sake
Brewery

Sasaichi Sake Brewery

Yoro Shuzo

Udezumou Shuzo

Yamanashi Meijo

Yokouchi-
Shuzoten

San Foods



Rich water from
mountain springs

TOPICS
#1

Yamanashi's clean and clear water is a gift 

from its outstanding mountains. It's believed 

that good mineral water comes from volcanoes 

with granite layers. Yamanashi possesses 

both. 1,000 meters up the Yatsugatake 

mountains, you can find high-resurgence 

groups of springs that have passed through 

deep layers. The granite of Mt. Kaikoma in 

the Minami-Alps range gleams as the 

emerald-hued Ojiro River runs down it, 

and is given an emerald hue, making for 

fantastic scenery. Yamanashi also features the 

Nishizawa and Shosenkyo Gorges and other 

beautiful valleys. Yamanashi's plentiful waters 

create more than delicious drinking water and 

products-- they create beautiful scenery that 

delight people in all seasons.

The spirit and art
that go into sake brewing

TOPICS
#2

Sake is made by fermenting water, rice, and 

koji mold together. Only the polished core of 

rice is used. The rice is rinsed, soaked, and 

steamed to make it easier for the koji to 

process in the next inoculation step. For the 

fermentation step, a yeast mash is produced 

and added into the tank with the inoculated 

rice, additional koji and water. The fermented 

result is separated into "moromi" sake mash, 

sake, and sake lees. Depending on sake 

variety and the brewer's discretion, the mash 

is then processed through sediment removal, 

f i ltering, pasteurization, and/or other 

methods. It's hard to sum up sake brewing 

given the complex and subtle adjustments 

brewers make. That's why the key to sake's 

flavor is in the brewer's passion and skills.

New flourishes for sake
adopted from wine

TOPICS
#3

Ambitious brewers seeking to bring new life 

to Yamanashi sake have created a sparkling 

sake. This sparkling sake is made from 

secondary fermentation in the bottle i.e. 

traditional method from Champagne region 

in France.

This kind of synergy was made possible 

through research efforts in Yamanashi, 

which  has a long history of wine-making.

Secondary fermentation involves trapping 

natural CO2 from the effect of yeast in the 

bottle, and produces fine, lasting bubbles, 

and rich, refined flavors.

Enjoy the combination of Yamanashi's sake and ingredientsFuji's water is basalt-filtered and enriched with vanadium The sharp senses of brewers and the sake that demands it Toast with a glass of sparkling sake!

Yamanashi sake draws out and
enhances flavors in food

TOPICS
#4

Sake can be described with five flavors: 

sweetness, tartness, dryness, bitterness, and 

depth. This is to say, sake can possess a ratio 

of all these flavors. One of the most enjoyable 

parts of sake is finding a variety that perfectly 

compliments a meal. Experts have found that 

Yatsugatake water produces dry sake, 

Minami-Alps water gives us balanced sake, 

and Fuji Hokuroku water gives us dry sake, 

but with a refreshing aftertaste. Yamanashi 

may have few individual breweries, but each 

has their own well-defined flavors. In recent 

years, even as old traditions are passed down, 

the results of new experiments have been 

unveiled. Why not choose one of Yamanashi's 

sake vareties and find a delicious pairing of 

your own?



［Above］"Think... Afureru"

（Koo-fu Collection 2016 SPLASH）Designer: Keiko Iijima

［Below］"Cube"

（born jewelry）Gem Sculptor: Koji Takuma

K O S H U  P R I D E

JEWELRY

Y A M A N A S H I ・ J A P A N

One of Japan's few producers of jewelry, with everything necessary found locally.

Yamanashi's jewelry industry got its start with the discovery of 

crystal in the prefecture's northern mountains, centered on Mt. 

Kinpu. It's said that between 1830 and 1843, bead craftsmen 

coming to purchase Koshu crystal passed along emery polishing 

techniques to the priests of Kanazakura Shrine, deep in the 

Shosenkyo Gorge. Not long afterwards, the crystal was 

combined with precious metalworking methods to make highly 

desirable personal accessories. In the 20th century, gem-cutting 

techniques improved and machinery was developed for the 

mass production of accessories, and all of Japan came to know 

of Yamanashi crystal. War, notably WWII took a heavy toll on 

the industry, but occupying forces generated demand for 

jewelry as souvenirs, and the jewelry industry bounced back 

with the Tokyo Olympics and rapid economic growth. To this 

day, Yamanashi remains one of the few prefectures known for 

producing jewelry. There is little doubt it owes this image to 

the diligent work of its craftsmen. Now, Yamanashi jewelry 

aims to establish a brand to compete on the global market.

Citrine obi buckle（1910s）
（University of Yamanashi collection）

No. 10 angled twin crystals from Masatomi Village 
（University of Yamanashi collection）

［Above］Stone magatama, tube beads
［Below］ Crystal cut beads, jasper tube beads
 （Yamanashi Prefecture Archaeological Museum collection）

Crystal cluster from Suishotouge （University of Yamanashi collection）

The allure of Yamanashi's gleaming jewelry



Yamanashi's glittering

"Koo-fu" world of jewelry

TOPICS
#1

"Koo-fu" is a Yamanashi jewelry brand 

based on "natural, elegant refinement." It 

stakes these qualities as the true and 

proper  form of  jewelry .  Products  of  

Yamanash i -deve loped  h i gh  qua l i t y  

materials, techniques, and talented jewelry 

designers are advertised via the "Koo-fu 

Collection," which has drawn attention 

from around the world. In a rare instance of 

unified production lines, Koo-fu's planners, 

designers, materials, production, and 

distributors are all in Yamanashi. Their 

beautiful, glittering creations combine 

artisanal spirit and Yamanashi pride.

Yamanashi Jewelry Museum promotes

the brilliance of Yamanashi jewelry

TOPICS
#2

This museum explains the history of 

Yamanashi's jewelry industry and what 

makes the jewelry great. Here, you can see 

everything from the history of  when 

Yamanashi  was united in i ts  jewelry 

industry, displays of crystals and minerals, 

the tools that refine them, and the works of 

local artists in the form of exhibitions and 

videos. There are also demonstrations and 

workshops with craftsmen, enjoyable by 

both children and adults. As a facility 

belonging to the Yamanashi Prefectural 

Institute of Gemology and Jewelry Art, it 

serves to foster the next generation of 

jewelry artists and strengthen Yamanashi's 

continuing jewelry industry.

Passed down traditional methods;

the passion of craftsmen

TOPICS
#3

Yamanashi  i s  home to a l l  manner of  

jewelry-related craftsmen, with skills in 

precious metalworking, gem grinding, 

crystal carving, and more. The latest tools 

offer new developments, but in the end, 

jewelry is given life only by the craftsman's 

skilled hand. Their honest passion and 

diligence for creating jewelry has kept 

traditional methods alive, passing from 

one generation to the next. Skilled fingers 

are made through endless trial and error: 

the accumulation of experience. Each 

generation masters their art and creates 

new, glittering art to meet the market of 

their age.

Photo provided by Yamanashi Jewelry Project Part of the Yamanashi Prefectural
Institute of Gemology and Jewelry Art

Combined skills create the brilliance

of Koshu gem cutting

TOPICS
#4

The collaboration of Yamanashi's two top 

craftsmen brought about "Koshu Kiseki 

Kiriko" （gem cutting）, and a potential new 

wave for  Yamanashi ' s  exports .  Their  

unbelievably bril l iant gems are given 

multifaceted surfaces though traditional 

"tezuri" grinding, while the "kiriko" process 

gives them highly reflective pavilions. These 

two craftsmen respect one another as they 

aim ever higher in their art, with the goal 

of empowering a new generation with 

traditional methods that can be advanced 

upon to create new jewelry and support 

Yamanashi 's  jewelry production. The 

uncompromising and proud art of Koshu 

Kiseki Kiriko moves people with its beauty.



K O S H U  P R I D E

FABRIC

Y A M A N A S H I ・ J A P A N

Proud producer of Gunnai textile
Gunnai textile, the improved descendant of legendary Kai silk.

Yamanashi Prefecture's eastern Gunnai region* has been 

involved in textile production for over 1000 years. It was a 

hard sell for a mountainous region to attract merchants, but 

they found an answer in the production of light and luxurious 

textiles, like Kai silk: an excellent textile as beautiful as any 

ukiyo-e woodblock print, which would become widely known 

amongst fashionable individuals. Its translucent, layered 

depth, the 3D sensation of its alternating weave, and shifting 

appearance add to its allure. Kai silk was used as the inner 

lining of clothing, which necessitated the silk be both thin and 

strong. This makes applying colored patterns difficult, so its 

craftsmen became highly skilled. To date, this region continues 

to innovate upon tradition, to become a source of textiles 

known throughout the world. 

＊Encompassing the municipalities of Fujiyoshida,
　Nishikatsura, Tsuru, Otsuki, and Uenohara

By dying the yarn before weaving, 

brilliant and luxurious patterns can be 

produced. Using different colors on 

warp and woof threads, stripes and 

Jacquard patterns can be produced 

with depth.

［Pre-dyeing］

The difficult properties of this silk-- 

pre-dyeing, fine denier, and its high 

density-- have given rise to specialists 

who create silk products like neckties, 

dresses, and umbrella cloth.

［Multiple applications］

Silk, rayon, and polyester are all raised 

as examples of low denier threads. 

Fine threads are harder to work with, 

but produce complex and beautiful 

textiles.

［Fine denier］

An extraordinary thread count made 

Kai silk supple, even in thin layers. 

The same thin threads, used in 

abundance, make Gunnai textile feel 

and look luxurious.

［High density］

Characteristics of Gunnai textile



The elegant sheen of

pre-dyed textiles

TOPICS
#1

As was the case with Kai silk, thin and light 

Gunnai silk textiles are flush with intricate 

designs. One reason for their quality is 

pre-dyeing. Textiles are dyed as sewn 

products, as bolts of cloth, or pre-dyed as 

individual threads. Individual threads are 

easily damaged, so it's a difficult process to 

dye them. But by using different colors on 

warp and woof threads, deep colors can be 

achieved. Complex compositions can be 

made if differing materials of differing color 

are used. This can give stitched drawings 

depth, and beautiful expressions of color. 

No wonder the masterfully woven Gunnai 

textile and its colorful beauty has attracted 

attention from around the world.

Fujiyama Textile Project,

hotbed for Gunnai production

TOPICS
#2

The Fujiyama Textile Project was established 

in 2009 as an industry-academic collaboration 

project between Gunnai textile producers 

and textile design students in Tokyo. To 

find new opportunities and reinvigorate 

the textile industry, passionate young 

craftsmen and talented student designers 

teamed up to create actual products, the 

results of which have had clear effects on 

Gunnai textile production. Many students 

that took part graduated and moved to 

Yamanashi to join production or branding 

businesses. The Fujiyama Textile Project 

continues to bring new life to Gunnai 

textile production and aim for new heights.

What moves the hands

that weave beauty

TOPICS
#3

Textile research and development with 

modern technology have contributed to the 

growth of Yamanashi textiles. Through 

research, images of natural scenery were 

analyzed, and textiles were enhanced with 

natural gradation and new kinds of textures, 

creating textiles more beautiful than ever 

before. But for all the cutting-edge technology 

used these days, you can still find textiles 

produced painstakingly on shuttles. Gunnai 

area weavers treasure both tradition and 

technology in their diligent work. Every 

day, they proudly seek the heights of 

beauty in their creations.

Yamanashi Jōmon Silk Scarf, made with patented techniquesPre-dyed and luxurious cushions A business-student collaboration project, the "GOSHUIN Note" Technology helps "Komorebi" umbrellas express natural lighting

Outstanding elegance produced by

technology and tradition

TOPICS
#4

The Yamanashi Prefecture Design Archive 

serves to digitize and share the traditional 

methods, patterns, and colors of Yamanashi. 

The swirling patterns of prehistoric "Jōmon" 

period pottery excavated in Fuefuki were 

used to make "Yamanashi Jōmon Silk 

Scarves." In cooperation with the University 

of Yamanashi, new and patented technology 

was used to digitize the patterns of pottery 

from abundant, local archaeological finds. 

The patterns were reproduced in silk with 

the natural gradation made possible with 

Jacquard looms. The raised Jōmon patterns 

in these lustrous textiles are pleasant to feel, 

a fine example of how Gunnai silk textiles 

are made to please.



Crafts with this mark have been 
designated as Traditional Crafts 
by the Minister of Economy, Trade 
and Industry

K O S H U  P R I D E

TRADITIONAL CRAFTS OF YAMANASHI

Y A M A N A S H I ・ J A P A N

Timeless traditional craftsman methods
Nationally designated traditional crafts born of Yamanashi Prefecture's lengthy history and natural features.

Incredible craftsmanship fostered by traditional techniques still being passed down.

Complex and varied patterns

Koshu inden, lacquered
deer leather

Surrounded by mountains on all sides, Yamanashi Prefecture 

（Koshu） possesses the deer and lacquer required to create Koshu 

inden: lacquered deer leather. In the mid-19th century, production 

of this material, primarily in the area around Kofu Castle, hit its 

peak. As noted in the novel Tōkaidōchū Hizakurige by Jippensha 

Ikku, this material was made nationwide and beloved by fashionable 

Edo-ites （modern day Tokyo）. Today, those past production methods 

survive only in Koshu inden lacquered deer leather. It makes for 

supple, strong, light, and endearing bags with patterns in lacquer.

Carvings offered in prayer

Koshu hand-carved seals

Yamanashi Prefecture's seal stamp industry is another result of 

the discovery of large, high-quality crystal ores near Mt. 

Mitake. The industry is known to have existed as least as long 

back as the mid-19th century, from which a "shopping guide" 

for the capital city of Kofu mentions wood carvers selling such 

seals. Designs use the most beautiful seal script to emerge over 

Chinese characters' 4000-year history. Everything from the 

seals' design, masking, inking, rough carving, and fine carving is 

done by hand with traditional tools and methods.

Sublime brilliance. Polished aesthetics.

Koshu crystal and
precious stone carving

Kofu's relationship with crystal began around 1000 years ago 

with the discovery of crystal ores deep in the Shosenkyo Gorge 

on Mt. Kinpu.  Later between 1830 and 1843, the invention of 

emery polishing paved the road for crystal jewelry. The tough 

nature of crystal makes it time-consuming to work with. Prayer 

beads, obi buckles, obi clips, and other products increased in 

quality and flourished in domestic markets, particularly around 

the time of the Nixon shock in 1971. Their quality is still 

ever-increasing.

Approval No.R2-163



The glitter and warmth created by master skill

Yamanashi gem cutting

The history of  Yamanashi  gem 

cutting spans the discovery of crystal 

ores to the boom in crystal crafts, to 

the production of beads and later 

c a r v ing s ,  and  now   b roache s .  

Advancements in grinding techniques 

has made all manner of accessories 

possible, but only skilled hands can 

take crystal ore that far. Jewelry is a 

core industry of Yamanashi, and its 

concentration of related businesses 

make for unique creations.

Beautiful paper lost in time

Nishijima Tesuki Washi

Derived from paperbush, smooth,  

glossy, and perfect for calligraphy, this 

kind of paper was first created by order 

of the local fuedal lord, Takeda Shingen. 

Its domestic production accelerated 

nationally in the wake of WWII, with 

Nishijima Washi seeing much growth in 

particular. Even now, this handmade 

paper is recognized as having the perfect 

absorbency for writers and as a good 

natural material for lampshades, 

wedding stationery, and more.

Jet black beauty that captures the writer's imagination

Koshu Amehata Suzuri

On a pilgrimage to Mt. Minobu in 

1690, Amemiya Magouemon found a 

black river stone in the Hayakawa 

riverbed and made an inkstone from 

it. Since then, their crafting process 

was refined, and grew to fame after one 

was gifted to the shogun Tokugawa 

Yoshinobu. The stones were found to 

outmatch even inkstones from China, 

and continue to be made in great 

numbers to this day.

Traditional paper produced over 1000 years

Ichikawa Daimon Tesuki Washi

Records from the late eight century 

note Kai as the home of this paper's 

production. Ichikawa's washi paper 

was used by Tendai Buddhists to 

copy sutras and by the locally ruling 

Takeda clan. Its patronship spread all 

the way to the shogunate by the Edo 

period (17th to mid 19th centuries). 

Its ingredients include paper mulberry 

and oriental paperbush, and is used 

for crafts and drawing.

A guardian of happiness, now in revival

Koshu Onigawara

The Kagami area in Minami-Alps 

City is near the Midai river delta with 

exposed fine-grain clay and quality 

water, enabling the production of roof 

tiles. Their tiles use traditional 

methods of folding, mold ridging, and 

polishing, and their facial expressions 

are a ward against disaster. Each 

handmade creation's expression is 

unique, and they're popular for 

having both the fierceness of demons 

and the gentleness of Noh masks.

The gentle touch of artisanal silk

Koshu Oishi silk textiles

The oldest mention of Gunnai silk is 

in a 915 record mentioning it as 

being presented to the Imperial 

Court. This silk is light, strong, soft, 

and of course smooth, but still differs 

in nature from textiles like Pongee 

silk. By the mid-19th century, it was 

given in payment of taxes, and widely 

sold by merchants and Mt.Fuji  

worshipers. Improvements were made 

such that it eventually became the 

Oishi silk we know now.

The feelings of parents in daruma form: dreams, love, hope

Oyako Daruma

Koshu daruma dolls date back 400 

years ago, and are said to have been 

first modeled after Takeda Shingen. 

Unlike most daruma dolls, these are 

white and depict "child" darumas, 

with the parent's eyes painted such 

that they meet a worshiper's eyes 

when placed in a home shrine. The 

child's eyes, however, are centered, 

perhaps on a hopeful dream. Few 

daruma dolls in Japan are created 

with this kind of intention.

Streamers made as a wish for children to grow

Koshu warrior / koi streamers

These kinds of streamers were first 

raised in celebration of the seasonal 

Boy's Day event sometime in the 

18th century, when Japan's internal 

struggles looked to be things of the 

past. Cotton yarn dyeing took off in 

the Fuji River basin, and the same 

methods and designs are used to this 

day. Yarns dyed with nationally 

produced ingredients are washed in 

the cold water of Fuji River, creating 

unique hues.

Delicately woven and mildly fragrant suzutake

Fuji Katsuyama Suzutake crafts

Suzutake is a kind of bamboo that 

grows naturally near the second 

station on the trail up Mt. Fuji and is 

known for its pleasant aroma. It's 

used to make intricately woven and 

strong baskets, used as both vessels 

and as decorations. Suzutake weaving 

i s  ment ioned  in  Ka i  P rov ince  

almanacs dating back to 1814, but 

suzutake strainers were made even 

before then. Beautiful as they are 

useful.


